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"In Ceremonies of the Horsemen Even the Pawn Must Hold a Grudge"

Bob Dylan's take on the knights/rooks, after the deluge. All the pawns get is a grudge. 
You know what irks me? When socialist/communist Richard Wolfe blathers on, de-

scribing the necessity of boom/bust capitalist cycles—compared to his socialist dream.
Wolfe gets it wrong when he describes the Great Depression as a bust cycle of capi-

talism. The essence of capitalism is someone saving money they then use to bring an 
idea to reality. The Fed, enacted in 1913 was not the result of capitalism—instead a po-
litically motivated plan, used to fund WW1, in support of bankers. That's not capitalism.
  Capitalism is something rudimentary, part of human nature. First comes the desire to 
make something and make a profit. Hopefully later the capitalist does someone good 
for his fellows with his wealth. What is the role of government in that process? To re-
mind captains of industry that some taxes are a necessary part of the social contract.

In a healthy body politic only curmudgeons are against all taxes. Some amount of 
taxation for the public good, when administered in support of the republic (and not a 
democracy), where individual pursuit of happiness comes first—is a system I support.

Why do people such as Wolfe think capitalism is the problem? How is it they see so-
cialism as the panacea for humanity? With myriad criticisms of capitalism, they reckon 
once capitalism is replaced with everyone working for a greater good—all will be fine.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Socialism is much worse than democracy in 
that, at least with mob rule, people have a say and there is some freedom of choice. In 
socialism, they hand over their voting rights to bureaucrats who end up in total control.

With capitalism and just enough government intervention to keep a semblance of a 
fair playing field, the citizens demand an economic system to underpin a currency that 
holds its value. Without that, there is no savings, no investment—hence no capitalism.

This is where a gold/silver standard comes about—2 immutable metals, rare enough 
to do the job. Silver, worth less than gold, can be used in coinage to settle trade/debt. 
And there is no problem with paper currency exchange, as long as metal is backing it.

What's going on now is much bigger/grotesque than anyone caught up in the 
panacea of socialism can even imagine. The attack on capitalism is the same attack on 
free speech and the 1st Amendment—an attack necessitating the criminalization of 
open debate, as elites make a push not for anything resembling socialism but for a 
next step, something seen in Germany in 1930s, and the Soviet Union, in the 1940s.



An elite attempt is being made on a global scale—for total control through instituting 
something called Singularity. Singularity in physics is described as a single point in 
space-time—inside black holes, where gravity crushes volume to zero and mass densi-
ty is infinite. With singularity, everything becomes 1 thing—normal laws do not apply.  

For America, political singularity has been an incremental process from a republic of 
individual rights into mob-rule democracy, then taken over by bureaucratic socialism 
created by Congress, in which state/society become indistinguishable from each other.  

Our socialist/communists do not understand what this is/where it goes. Wolfe sees 
China as a communist nation—it is not. China is a command capitalism where private 
property is held by citizens. The Soviet Union owned both property and means of pro-
duction. That's communism. State singularity is different—the ultimate collectivism. 

Fascism is built around an idea—the nation/superior race. Communism is built upon 
a worker utopia without private property. Singularity is driven by no idea other than sin-
gularity itself. The state appears to support ideas such as climate change, social jus-
tice, sexual diversity, but only as a means of control—towards a singularity takeover.   

Today, the Supreme Court struck a blow to deep state singularity by voting down 
Chevron Deference, wherein congressional appointed agencies, and not the courts, 
would have the last word on the interpretation of laws. A vote of 6/3 with possibility of 
President Trump having opportunity for more conservative judges is a needed change. 

Without it, we get more of what we have—government control of every aspect of our 
lives—to where the Constitution/Bill of Rights means nothing. Everything you do needs 
a permit and an inspection. Having employees is administrative hell. Sending your kids 
to public school is a reason to fear. Producing food is illegal. And taxes on everything. 
As an aside, my new motorcycle came with a $42 tax to Oregon—as a privilege tax.  

Within singularity, a basic premise of our founders becomes impossible. We cannot 
propose to remove the government. A move to remove constitutional traitors and a 
treasonous government would be seen as treasonous/dealt with swiftly—under the law.

Where are we at in terms of singularity? Have we arrived? We have not but just a 
couple of changes would complete the mission. Were the WHO to gain control of our 
health, it would all be over. Were we to rely on UN involvement to handle our border is-
sue, there would be no turning back. Were the left to win the election this fall, it's over.
Not over, but any chance of stopping singularity at the ballot box would be over with. 
That leaves Americans with the task of removing rot—by enforcing the US Constitution. 

 Another danger is currency removal. If CBDC is instituted, total control will follow— 
and the horror of social credit scores that comes with it. But unlike China, with some 
concern for its citizens, the West, devoid of compassion, will see its pawns in hell. 

It's looking as though we may win this thing—30 year loans revert back to pay as 
you go, and the world goes back on a gold standard—ending the credit/debt cycle. For 
the West, however, Bill Holter made an important point today: for a gold standard to re-
turn, gold needs be re-priced much higher. And the West, without gold, will be screwed.  

We have to win this thing—slowing it down will not do it. We have to put the tyranny 
of singularity to rest because its scope is far broader than mongol hoards, Hitler/Stalin. 
Singularity seeks dominance everywhere. There is nothing outside its global control.

For the West, even a win looks bleak, but freedom, especially in a crashed econo-
my—matters. Bob Dylan got it right: all we pawns get is entitlement to hold a grudge. 

Get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. And thank you.  


